
 
 

     
August 3, 2019 

S Landon Collins 
 
On fan appreciation day during training camp: 
"It’s awesome man. It shows that the guys and the fans out there, they cherish what we do, they love what we 
do, they acknowledge what we do. They’re standing out there in the heat just like we are playing in it. They 
want us to win and they want us to win as bad as they do. It’s a dream come true to have those fans out there 
cheering us on." 
 
On how his familiarity with the defense: 
"We breaking it down part by part, piece by piece. We're taking our time with it. We are not trying to rush 
through it. We are breaking down each individual person that we have to have. We have the seam, we have the 
flats, we have the man-to-man. How we are playing it game plan wise, how we are playing it camp wise. It's 
just breaking down the components just to make sure we all on the same page. We talk more than anything. 
Communication is the biggest key within the defense. On that part we just stay on the same page, making sure 
what we got to do, and how we got to play it." 
 
On his impression of QB Dwayne Haskins: 
"He's doing a great job out there – making his plays, making his drills, reading his reads. He's being a rookie. 
Honestly, all rookies are going to make them mistakes. I am glad he is making them now in camp, so he can 
know what he can and cannot do; what he cannot throw, and what he can throw, just how to read the defense. 
The more you go against a good defense, the more you go against, and get his reps, the better he's going to 
become." 
 
On the differences between the three quarterbacks and how they impact the defense: 
"You never – honestly as a DB or as a defensive player – you don’t know who is back there when you got three 
different quarterbacks throwing the ball. I don’t realize until after the play. I couldn’t even tell you who threw 
the ball when I caught that interception. From that standpoint, you just get to know the defense, and you get 
keen in all positions – knowing our technique, knowing our job is supposed to do. From that standpoint, we go 
from there. Now when I get to be on the sideline and watch these guys and watch their reads, I can see that Colt 
[McCoy] is definitely going through his reads, his steps, his progressions and getting the ball out there as quick 
as possible. Same thing with Case [Keenum] and Dwayne [Haskins Jr.]. It goes hand-in-hand. Then, going 
against other quarterbacks, that is more of a study habit. I'm watching more film on other quarterbacks. I get to 
watch them and watch their reads, what's their keys, their concepts; offensive coordinator, what they like to do, 
down the distance it goes. It goes way farther into the film work than going against them on the field." 
 
On joining a new team as a proven veteran and leader: 
"The opportunity kind of presents itself as quick as possible, honestly. When you see a guy [with] a head down 
or the demeanor in their walk or you can see the frustration in their face – it depends on how you attack it from 
that point on, but the opportunity always presents itself as for how are you going to attack it. From that 
standpoint, I’m a guy that’s gonna pull a guy to the side just to see what’s going on with his mindset. What he 
should be looking at? What he should be reading? I just try to give him a key-set on what a veteran guy would 
do [rather] than what a rookie would do. And, give him my mistakes of what I did in the past so they can 
understand that from that standpoint." 
  
On talent of this defense: 



"Man, this defense, we could ride it all the way, honestly. We have a great deep front that’s going to put 
pressure on quarterback faces. They're going to have maybe two seconds to have that read down field and get 
the ball out. If they don’t, it’s either a sack or it’s going to be a tipped fumble or it’s going to be a tipped ball in 
the air and it’s going to give the DBs an opportunity to make plays. I go to Jonathan Allen, Matt [Ioannidis], 
Daron Payne – I go to all those guys, Ryan Kerrigan – make sure to say, 'Hey, get pressure on this quarterback,' 
because we got guys back here that can force turnovers and get the ball back to our offense." 
 
On his acrobatic interception in practice today and the meaning of big plays even in practice: 
"I'll go through the progression. Honestly, I was on a three-to-two read. My three didn't come up the field so my 
next read was to my two. Both of my two’s went outside, so I didn't have any reads. All I had was space and 
opportunity and I just knew looking at the quarterback, he was drifting my way. So from that standpoint I knew 
the ball was coming in that area, I just didn't know where it was going at. I broke on the ball and played with 
instincts from there. But with big plays like that, it shows the team that we got talent on our back end that's 
going to make plays, that's going to be playmakers, game changers, get an opportunity to win a game, and try to 
make a run for the big dance. With that being said, that's what we have to continue to do. We have guys all over 
the field to do that, and it's very special and I can see it on this team." 
 
On past preconceptions of the Redskins that have been different:  
"No, when I was looking from the outside in, I definitely just knew I wanted to be on this team. They had – I 
mean I was looking from a defensive perspective. They had all the guys, they had all the keys, they had all the 
things I wanted on a defense. From that standpoint I was like I just need to be over here. I know I can make a 
difference, make a change and help out as much as possible and that was my perception from that standpoint." 
 
On the best he has seen from the offensive group so far: 
"I would say Jordan Reed and Terry McLaurin, definitely those two. Reed is just one of those guys that has the 
options to do whatever he wants and he gets open. He's going to catch the ball and go get any ball. Same thing 
with Terry [McLaurin]. He has the ability to just run past anybody. His speed, we haven't had a speed receiver 
out there in a minute. From that standpoint, he can beat anybody deep and he's showing his versatility by going 
to get any ball that's in the air." 
 
On his mindset for the two upcoming games against the Giants this year: 
"For me? Or for the team? For me, it’s going to be a lot of aggression. When I go to those types of games, I go 
to my college times. I was from Louisiana and I was playing LSU. So just being able to keep my composure as 
much as possible, keep my emotions in tack and play within my defense. When you go against a time that you 
have some aggression against, you want to let some self-esteem out. You want to pick your times and pick your 
moments to do that. You got to be able to control it at the end of the day because it could hurt the team more 
than it could help. From that standpoint, I just got to keep the emotions under control." 
 
On playing rival LSU in college:  
"Oh yeah, they recruited me. If you ever been to the game,  it was, 'Boo LC [Landon Collins], you suck,' I got 
everything in the woodworks. It was a great four years beating them every year. We still haven't lost to them, 
still haven't lost to LSU in eight years. It's been a blessing."  
 
On his relationship with CB Josh Norman: 
"We have known each other since my third year in the league. It’s been good. It’s just understanding each other 
and what he is looking at. We go over a lot of film so we kind of work on that as much as possible, 
understanding what he likes to do when he likes to go after and go get something. If I see something I just give 
him a key concept. I mean as a corner they can attack more, then at safety we have to be the last line of defense 
so I can’t really do much attacking, but I can tell him, ‘hey this might be coming, go get it,’ so things like that." 
 
On practicing safety blitzes with OLB unit last Thursday: 



"I've been blitzing all my life so that's kind of second nature. They blitz kind of differently, so I just have to 
work on my technique within the defense on how to blitz differently. Other than that, it's second nature for me. I 
know I can read the backfield on the run, so I can either make a tackle for loss on the running back when they're 
handing the ball off or I could break down and tackle the quarterback if he's doing a boot or a roll out." 
 
On the time spent among the DB group as a whole during the offseason: 
"We hung out a lot during OTA's for sure. Before OTAs, a lot of us were doing different things, but during 
OTAs, when everybody got here, everyone was kind of doing spades night, getting together. For us it's more of 
a bonding and understanding each other, making sure we're on the same page and making sure we can talk to 
each other. When you can't talk to somebody, they go off into their own world and into their own space and 
they don't care to listen. They don't want to listen. So we made sure we stayed on top of each other with our 
group chat. This offseason, most of us went to Scottsdale [Arizona] and trained out there so we got along with a 
lot of the guys out there. We did a lot of things and did a lot of team bonding, so it was good." 
 
On how long the DB group spent training in Scottsdale: 
"Two weeks." 
 


